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How to:
Seek and find puzzles

Day 1

J



Do you remember how much fun it is 

to search for Easter eggs on Easter 

morning? Or spending all that time 

staring at a “Where’s Wally” game 

with friends, eager to be the first 

to spot the bobble-headed man? 

The very same sense of joy can be 

brought into your adventure game 

with a searching puzzle!

Step 1: Step 1: Decide what your players are searching for.
Decide what your players are searching for.

Maybe they are searching for an item, or a secret code? This part 

is very important - but don’t forget it to make sure it fits into 

your world. You might not be searching for an Easter egg in the 

middle of the jungle!

If it’s an item - perhaps players are looking for the item in order to 

proceed with their game. Or maybe the item’s presence indicates 

some important information!

If you’d like them to search for a symbol, perhaps you can hide the 

symbol so that a piece of paper has to be tilted in a certain way 

before it reveals itself? Perhaps the paper has to be folded 

in a certain way before you can see the symbol.

You could also hide a message. 

Many famous artists often 

hid secret messages in their 

paintings - why not 

combine it with a code?

ACROSTICSACROSTICS
An acrostic puzzle is a kind of code that hides a 

message in plain sight. Have a look at this poem by 

Lewis Carroll (author of Alice in Wonderland):

Little maidens, when you look

On this little story-book,

Reading with attentive eye

Its entic ing history,

Never think that hours of play

Are your only holiday,

And that in a house of joy

Lessons ser ve but to annoy:

If in any house you find

Children of a gentle mind,

Each the others pleas ing ever—

Each the others vexing never—

Daily work and pastime daily

In their order taking ga ily—

Then be very sure that they

Have a life of holiday.

Can you spot the secret code? It might help you to 

know that this poem was written for three girls: 

Lorina, Alice, and Edith.
If you still can’t spot the answer, take a closer 

look at the first letter of each line. When read 

from top to bottom, they spell out the girls’ names. 

This kind of puzzle is quite easy to make,

so feel free to get creative! 
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JStep 2: Step 2: Decide how to hide that thing.Decide how to hide that thing.

In “Where’s Wally”, Wally is always hidden in a 

world he blends perfectly into - making it fiendishly 

difficult. What is your item or message, and how 

can you make sure it’s hidden just enough?

If it’s a place, then why not hide it on a 

map? Or if it’s a number, you could hide it in 

amongst other numbers, in a slightly different 

colour to stand out.
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When paper was invented thousands 

of years ago it had one purpose; 

to store writing or or drawings. It 

probably never occurred to the 

inventor, whoever they were, that you 

make a nifty airplane out of it. And 

yet paper is a fantastically versatile 

prop and can be manipulated in lots 

of inventive ways. It can be folded 

and torn. You can see through it with 

a light or make holes in it. And yes you 

can make a really cool airplane with 

it. The world flight record for a paper 

glider is nearly 70 metres!

One of the joys of escape rooms is 

taking everyday objects and turning 

them into puzzles. Perhaps you hide a 

message in the object in a clever way 

or maybe the object has holes in it 

that looked through at the right angle 

reveals something else.

Look at the objects you have around 

you. And try and think how you can 

use them in a different way. Could 

that cup be used as a wheel? Can 

that tea stain be a coded message?
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How to: Identify, Sort, Solve PuzzlesDay 2

Just like sorting your socks into their correct 

colours, sorting puzzles are all about creating 

order out of chaos! It’s as simple as “can you 

spot the pattern” and involves lateral thinking 

In its most simple form, Escape Hunt’s play at 

home adventure game ‘Stolen’ contains a note 

with a very important message - but the note 

has been torn into little pieces. Players must 

cut up the pieces and sort them back into the 

correct order.

The solving process goes like this:

1. Identify
(e.g. realise that these are 

pieces of a message)

2. Sort
(e.g. put them into what you 

think is the correct order)

3. Solve
(e.g. read the message and 

work out what it’s telling you)
An even more complex example is looking up at the night sky 

- you’ll see a wealth of beautiful stars in a completely random 

order. But with a little helpful hand from a puzzle master, you 

can create order out of those stars and see patterns.

A more complex 
example might 
be a series of 
book titles. In one 
photograph, the 
books are jumbled 
up, and in another 
they might be 
ordered to spell 
a top secret 
message. By cross-referencing both images,  players can bring 
order back into the chaotic mix of a jumbled up message.

SO R T & SOL VE!
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To create a puzzle like this of your own,

simply follow these steps:

Step 1: Step 1: What is the message, or What is the message, or 
puzzle you want your players puzzle you want your players 
to solve?to solve?
With every step of an adventure game, there 

will be new puzzles and new information to 

solve. What particular piece of the puzzle will 

you hide behind a ‘sorting puzzle’?

Step 2: Step 2: How will you hide the message?How will you hide the message?

To create a good 
‘solving’ puzzle, 
your message now 
has to be jumbled 
up! Depending 
on the context of 
your game as a 
whole, there will 
be a number of 
creative ways you 
can do this.8
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Step 3: Add routes 
 
Now you can start erasing little bits of the maze here and there to create pathways and turning 

points. Why not add in some lines for dead ends too? 

 

Step 2: Step 2: Draw concentric shapes Draw concentric shapes 
towards the middletowards the middle
Working your way outwards to the middle, 

you could try drawing the same shape getting 

smaller and smaller. This gives a rough 

structure for the maze

Mazes, or labyrinths are effectively the 

original escape rooms - the first recorded 

maze was in Ancient Egypt, but they can be 

found in almost all regions and cultures of 

the world! Making them the perfect puzzle 

to put in your adventure game that everyone 

will have fun trying to figure out.

Step 1: Step 1: Draw an outlineDraw an outline
This doesn’t have to be square 

- why not get creative with the 

shape of your maze?

YOU WILL NEED!YOU WILL NEED!
A PENCIL A PENCIL 

AN ERASERAN ERASER
.
H



 

 
Step 4: Check the answer! 

 
Great - now you have a fantastic looking maze - but is it solvable? Now is your opportunity to 

grab a pencil and see if you can find your way to the centre (or to the exit of your maze.  
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Step 3: Step 3: Add routesAdd routes
Now you can start erasing little bits of the 

maze here and there to create pathways and 

turning points. Why not add in some lines for 

dead ends too?

Step 4: Step 4: Check the answer!Check the answer!
Great - now you have a fantastic looking maze 

- but is it solvable? Now is your opportunity to 

grab a pencil and see if you can find your way 

to the centre (or to the exit of your maze. 

J

In case the maze isn’t solvable, In case the maze isn’t solvable, 

you could try thinking of the ideal you could try thinking of the ideal 

path you want players to navigate through and try and 
path you want players to navigate through and try and 

rearrange the maze to fit this path - but make sure it 
rearrange the maze to fit this path - but make sure it 

isn’t too easy to solve!isn’t too easy to solve!

TOP TIPTOP TIP

8

 

 
Step 4: Check the answer! 

 
Great - now you have a fantastic looking maze - but is it solvable? Now is your opportunity to 

grab a pencil and see if you can find your way to the centre (or to the exit of your maze.  

 

START
START

FINISH
FINISH
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Step 2: Step 2: Choose your code!Choose your code!
Here are some fantastic examples to help you out:

Coded messages, or puzzles come in 

many different types and are a popular 

favourite in many adventure games!

Your code could be as simple as 

substituting symbols for letters, a classic 

‘Caesar Cipher’ where letters of an 

alphabet are substituted for another 

(A = B, B= C, C=D and so on), or something 

as complex as the enigma machine during 

WWII itself!

Spies throughout history used coded 

messages to communicate with one 

another, and it’s a perfect way of making 

sure information doesn’t fall into the 

wrong hands. But at the same time,  a 

code shouldn’t be so difficult your friends 

can’t crack them! So here are our three 

steps to creating a fun coded message:

Step 1: Step 1: Come up with an answer!Come up with an answer!

What is your code trying to say? Could it 

be a piece of top secret intelligence that 

has been ‘found’, or is it a mysterious 

message found carved into an ancient 

rock? The code should give useful 

information and advance the story. 

Caesar CipherCaesar Cipher

Named after Julius Caesar who 

wanted a way to communicate 

with his generals secretly - we 

have the Caesar Cipher! Each 

letter is substituted with another 

in the alphabet, in logical order. 

A Caesar Cipher +1 is are A=B, 

B=C, C=D - try solving this:

IFMMP  XPSME 

A Caesar Cipher +2 would be 

A = C, B = D, C = E etc. You can 

make your own by writing out 

the alphabet on a piece of paper 

- then underneath it, write the 

alphabet again but make sure that 

you start at least one letter ahead 

of the original.

Caesar Cipher  = HELLO WORLD Caesar Cipher  = HELLO WORLD

Numbers into Letters = Numbers into Letters = VERY TRICKY! VERY TRICKY!

ANSWERSANSWERS

Numbers into LettersNumbers into Letters
Each letter of the alphabet is 
substituted for a number. For 
example, A = 1, B = 2, C = 3 
- why not try solving this:

22 5  18  25 
20 18 9  3 11  25 !

To write your own, first write 
down an alphabet then assign 
each letter a consecutive number.

AR WI LV F WJI LV JLL GF  
   B SS WEE Y CC GRR YGEEUFTT M 
        V L M S  M V N HFJ FJB
          M CCN MOO D DD D EEBSSC
    H F  E D KC NC
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Pictograms Pictograms 
In Ancient Egypt, pictures and 

symbols were used in place of words 

or syllables, in a system of writing 

called Hieroglyphics. Replacing words 

with images is  still a popular type of 

coded message, for example - using 

emojis. What do you think this says:

 

You could make your own hieroglyph 

from emojis - or draw your own little 

images like the Egyptians did. Just 

be sure to make a note of which 

picture is which letter or word!

8

Pictograms  = I love pizza Pictograms  = I love pizza

Morse Code = I wonder Morse Code = I wonder

ANSWERSANSWERS

Book CipherBook Cipher

Do you and your friends 

have a favourite book you 

like to read? A book cipher 

is an excellent way to 

pass secrets around in a 

group, as long as everyone 

has access to a copy of 

the same book.

The cipher tells you which page number 

to go, and then which word to find.

For example the code Grimm’s Fairy 

Tales, 132, 5 tells you to find the book 

Grimm’s Fairy Tales, go to page 132, and 

find the 5th word on the page. 

You can write whole sentences this way, 

as books contain a wide variety of words!

Step 3: Step 3: Signpost!Signpost!
Signpost! Signpost!Signpost! Signpost!
All of these puzzles are 

very fun - but only if you 

know how to solve them! So 

to help out the players of your 

game you must signpost the 

correct way to solve them.

For example, if using a Caesar Cipher 

perhaps the game might reference the 

Roman General. Or if it’s a Book Cipher, you 

could add a line explaining that the writer 

of the code is a big fan of a ‘certain book’.

Morse CodeMorse Code
Created by Samuel Morse for 

the telegram, Morse code is still 

widely used in puzzles. Letters of 

the alphabet are converted to a 

series of dots and dashes. What 

do you think this says: 

..   .-- --- -. -.. . .-. 

   GRIMM’S

    FAIRY
   TALES 
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JWhy not try giving this logic puzzle a go:

How to: Crack logic puzzles
Day 5

Logic Puzzle 2Logic Puzzle 2

In what parking spot number is the car parked?

In what parking spot number is the car parked?

16   06    68    88        9816   06    68    88        98

But as well as being maths based, 

a logic puzzle could also be common sense, 

encouraging you and your friends to think outside 

the box when it comes to solving a problem. 

Why not try this one for example:
Logic Puzzle 1Logic Puzzle 1

What is the next numberWhat is the next number
in the sequence?in the sequence?

 2, 3, 5, 9, 17, ?

Logic Puzzle 1 = 33 Logic Puzzle 1 = 33

Logic Puzzle 2 = Logic Puzzle 2 = 87 (ITS UPSIDE DOWN!) 87 (ITS UPSIDE DOWN!)

ANSWERSANSWERS

JJ
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But another fantastic idea you could do 

at this point is create what is called a 

‘Logic Grid’ - this is a fun way to bring 

the entire game together and let your 

players also exercise the logic side of 

their brain. 

A logic grid is a simple table that offers 

information about something that 

has happened. In Escape Hunt’s game 

“Stolen”, there has been a big heist 

and you have a number of suspects, a 

number of items stolen, and a number 

of locations. In a grid, this looks a little 

something like this:

                                    NAMENAME    LOCATIONLOCATION      STOLENSTOLEN
      

                 ITEM                 ITEM

PERSON 1PERSON 1

PERSON 2PERSON 2

PERSON 3PERSON 3 8

Players then put together all of the different 

puzzles from the whole game to fill out 

the table and find out which person stole 

which item at which location - in order to 

solve it however, they must use logic!

Take a look at these statements:

Maria stole the famous painting Maria stole the famous painting 
Giraffe with a Pearl Earring.Giraffe with a Pearl Earring.

The famous painting ‘Giraffe with The famous painting ‘Giraffe with 
a Pearl Earring’ was stolen from a Pearl Earring’ was stolen from 
the bank, and at the same time a the bank, and at the same time a 
diamond was stolen from the museum.diamond was stolen from the museum.

If you know that both of these statements 

are true, then you can logically conclude 

that Maria must have stolen the painting 

from the bank. 

That would mean that the following 

statement is also true:

Maria visited the bank.Maria visited the bank.
It also means that Maria couldn’t have 

stolen the diamond from the museum, as 

she couldn’t be in two places at once!

It can be quite  simple - but your 

friends and family will have great 

fun piecing together puzzles into 

one big logic grid and comparing 

their notes.


